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editor's note
Happy Spring Semester to all my Green Print
readers! I hope you all have had a great start to
the beginning of the new year. It is always a
slight challenge when transitioning from enjoying
a, hopefully, restful winter break to the busy
schedule of a university student. Personally, this
club’s resolution has been to explore art in more
creative and expressive avenues- and I am proud
to say we ,as a whole organization, have
achieved just that. Even though winter break has
come to an end, we still wanted to preserve the
holiday cheer and festive spirit in this issue from
our feature of an illustrious poem about nature’s
beauty to a piece about giving back during the
holiday season. Holidays are more than just a
time of celebration- it is a reminder of the
importance of family, generosity, and enjoying
the small things in life. Coming together as a
community is the true essence of the holiday
season and a value that we hope to continue to
instill right here on the Rutgers campus. Bonding
as a community has always been the part I’ve
most looked forward to during break whether it is
achieved through helping make Christmas dinner
with your mom or doing community service at your
local shelters. That is a sentiment the members of
Rutgers Green Print share and delve into further
for this month’s issue.

Love,
Samara Mowla
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THE NUTTY
TRUTH
ABOUT
CASHEWS
By: Julia Buttgereit
Have you ever wondered about
how cashews are grown? Cashews
are commonly referred to as nuts;
however, they are actually seeds.
The cashew tree, or Anacardium
occidentale, is an evergreen part of
the sumac family that produces a
“false fruit” known as cashew
apples. Cashew apples look like
small bell peppers, and they are
typically red or yellow in color. At
the base of the fruit, there is a
kidney-bean shaped hard shell
with a single cashew seed inside.
The cashew tree is commercially
cultivated mainly in Vietnam and
India, and the plant itself can grow
up to 40 feet in areas with fertile
soil and high humidity. After being
harvested, the shells are roasted
and dried, which makes extracting
the seed easier. Removing the
cashew from the shell is a very
labor intensive process, and is
either done by hand or machine.
Cashew apples are sometimes
used to make jams, jellies and
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different types of beverages.
Cashews are rich in antioxidants,
healthy fats, fiber, and plant
protein, and they are linked to
overall health and wellness. The
next time you are eating cashews,
think about how they went from
the cashew apple to your plate!
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THE PERMANENCE OF
WINTER
By: Moazima Ahmed
The lustrous light radiates through
the trees
While the tweeting bluebirds
hurriedly part
The ice bed glistens among a gusty
breeze
Indeed nothing compares to nature’s
fine art
A meadow of wintergreen with scents
so dear,
I hunker below in excitement,
Indeed tis’ the season of holiday cheer
Full of earth’s natural presents
Strong winds blow throughout the
scenic hills
Where sea glass icicles softly plunge
to the ground,
Above, the blue sky steadily turns still
Leaving everyone nearby spellbound
Captivated by such precious
moments,
I see all of what winter represents.
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SPREADING HOLIDAY CHEER
THROUGHOUT NEW BRUNSWICK:
RUPA'S WINTER WISHES
INTIVITVE
By: Chris McGinley
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As string lights begin to light up our nights, this
holiday season the Rutgers University Programming
Association, also known as RUPA, set their sights on
giving back this holiday season. Through its
community outreach program, Winter Wishes, RUPA
aimed at spreading holiday cheer to the surrounding
New Brunswick area. This initiative was designed to
provide many of the children of New Brunswick with
gifts this holiday season as well as providing them
and their families a winter-wonderland atmosphere in
which they can enjoy a warm meal and immerse
themselves in the holiday spirit.

events essentially asked students of the Rutgers
University community to “adopt” a child's wish.
Upon their registration, these Rutgers students,
or any individual who opted for a wish, were
sent a child's “need” for this holiday season,
which could include items such as a coat,
gloves, socks, etc., as well as a “wish” which
could be anything, such as toys, books, art
supplies, etc., that the child would like. These
tabling events were on all of the Rutgers New
Brunswick campuses and lasted through the
Thanksgiving break.

RUPA’s Winter Wishes initiative began all the way
back in October when members of the organization
began tabeling for Winter WIshes. These tabeling

Once all of the adopted wishes were finalized,
RUPA hosted a “Wrapping Party” in which
volunteers wrapped gifts that were donated for
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over 400 students within the New Brunswick
community! Throughout this event, everyone
involved felt the holiday spirit as each person
played an active role in bringing holiday cheer to
the child who would be receiving a gift this
holiday season.
After a successful “Wrapping Party”, RUPA
transformed Trayes Hall and the rest of the
Douglass Student Center into a winter
wonderland, full of gingerbread cookies, candy
canes and trees that rivaled Rockefeller Center!
The children and their families were then invited,
to what was coined the “Winter Wishes Party”, to
spend the day immersed in this holiday spirit. At
this event the children received their gifts as well
as had a few other surprises! Making the long
voyage in from Arendelle, Princess Anna and Elsa
joined the party and reminded us all of the joys of
building a snowman! To warm up, there was hot
chocolate and many other treats for the families
to enjoy, and just when you thought there
couldn’t be anything else, families were
encouraged to make the trip up to visit Santa and
his elves in the North Pole, where each child
received their Winter Wish!

important to remember the good that comes from
giving back and helping those around us. No matter
the size of the act, doing something nice for someone
else is a great way to spread the holiday spirit to
everyone in the community. I’d like to give a huge
shout out to the members of RUPA, specifically Zarina
and the rest of the Community Service committee.
Seeing all the smiles on all the kids' faces and just the
positive energy that surrounded the Winter Wishes
party made it such a life-changing experience. This
was such a wonderful event and RUPA should be
beyond proud of what was accomplished for the New
Brunswick community!
If you want to get involved and give back to our New
Brunswick community, reach out to @RUPARutgers
on all social media platforms, and keep an eye out for
opportunities in the near future!
Have a happy holiday season and hope to see you
spreading cheer around campus!

Not only was this event impactful for the families,
but many RUPA members who worked behind
the scenes to make this day happen felt the joy of
giving back to their community. Assistant Director
Zarina Dranchak of RUPA’s Community Service
committee, and primary coordinator of Winter
Wishes, said that:
“Winter Wishes is truly so impactful for the kids of
the New Brunswick community since for many, it
may be the only holiday celebration they are able
to be involved in. Winter Wishes fulfills the dreams
of these children and it truly warmed my heart to
see them receive their adopted gifts from our
Rutgers community and enjoy surprise visits from
Santa and Anna & Elsa. I’m so grateful to have had
an involvement in Winter Wishes and encourage
all members of the Rutgers community to get
involved as we are a community within the New
Brunswick one!”

As we approach the end of our fall semester, it's
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all we do is take take take
and use use use
it’s only a matter of time before the earth sings her blues

tornados, hurricanes, and the earth keeps shaking
can’t you tell that her heart is breaking
she thinks she didn’t do enough, so she makes it warmer
now winter looks more and more like summer
and the future seems more and more like a bummer
save the trees, save the whales
what about the major corporations that failed?
polluting our oceans and destroying our air
they’re even tearing holes into our atmosphere
our carbon footprints say, “we were here.”
we should leave our mark in a better way
instead of leaving scars that are here to sta

SKYLAR WALTER
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BUCKET LIST FOR
THE TRAVELER:
CENTRAL
RESTAURANT –
LIMA, PERU
By Jeremy Lewan

Peru’s capital city of Lima is home to a bustling
metropolis, a rich colonial history, and long
stretches of Pacific beaches. To add to its
extensive list of appeals, Lima has been
detected on the gourmet food radar and has
been added as a renowned “foodie”
destination. Located in the heart of the colorful
Barranco District of Lima, is Central, the best
restaurant in Latin America and the 6th best
restaurant in the world, according to the
World’s 50 Best Restaurants Academy.

Owner and executive chef of the 6th best restaurant in
the world, Virgilio Martínez.

The brainchild of new-age chef Virgilio
Martínez, Central provides an extremely
unique―some say, bizarre―gastronomic
experience for its diners. His restaurant, souscheffed by his wife, is a shrine to Peru and its
wide variety of ecosystems. In fact, because of
its great variation in elevation, Peru contains
84 of the 103 ecosystems and 28 of the 32
climates in the world, making it “the most
ecologically diverse country in the world.”
Virgilio and his wife have scoured the entire
country to obtain interesting ingredients from
the land, sea, and mountains.
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A showcase of just a fraction of the unique ingredients
used to create the 17 courses.
In order to provide a truly inclusive menu, they
showcase the biodiversity of Peru in an
elaborate $130, elevation-organized, 17-course
tasting menu. The individual appetizers, main
courses, and desserts are derived from the
exotic flora and fauna in all of the Peruvian
ecosystems and are presented as mini works of
art.
Each plate is meant to be eaten in one-or-two
bites, bursting with extraordinary and
indescribable flavors and textures, and
encompassing the very essence of the
representative elevation. The morsels are
expertly crafted and paced perfectly, never
leaving the customer in wanting.
For example, the first course, called Rock
Molluscs (a representation of the elevation -10
meters), consists of a sea snail, a mussel,
sargassum seaweed, and a limpet, artfully
served in a rock bowl.
Another course, called Humid Green,
representative of 3700 meters, puts together
caigua (a hollow, thin-walled, cucumber-like
fruit), cushuro (small orbs of edible bacteria
harvested from Peruvian lakes), and tiny flecks
of chaco clay.
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This is one of the courses, served as a 3-part trifecta on
ice-cold stone slabs and pieces of wood.

Other courses take advantage of Peruvian
staples like potatoes and corn, but add an
unusual twist. Although steeply-priced, having
the Central experience can be as priceless as
attending a concert or a sporting event. Being
able to taste the entirety of the Peruvian flavor
and texture profile in 17 thoughtfully-crafted
bites, is an extraordinary experience and will
open up the palette to eccentric cuisine never
encountered before.
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Cozy Purchases
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BY: SANDEEP PATWALIA & SAMARA MOWLA
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Passion Puddle
Playlist
By Reese Feldman
“A TV Show Called Earth”
by Philip Labes
“Pancakes for Dinner”
by Lizzy McAlpine
“Bookstore Girl”
by Charlie Burg
“7 Hours Ago”
by Honeywater
“Precooked Rice (Blurry Illusions)”
by Olivia Klugman
"I Love You, I Love You, It’s Disgusting”
by Broadside
“Sparks Fly”
by Taylor Swift
“State of Grace (Taylor’s Version)”
by Taylor Swift
“A Teenager In Love”
by Dion & The Belmonts
“Daisy Chain”
by The Go-Go’s

*Must be listened in order
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